
small batch   
fresh panning

What is chocolate panning? 
Panning is an original, artisan method of chocolate coating 
fruit and nuts (or a centre). It is one of the oldest and 
technical skills of chocolate making. 
 
Chocolate is slowly poured over centres in a tumbling 
coating pan. The speed of the pans circulation and the  
viscoscity of the chocolate is carefully controlled by the 
chocolate maker. If too much chocolate is applied, the 
centres may stick together causing a failed batch.    
 
The friction created by the tumbling action in the pan  
distributes the chocolate on each and every centre. Over 
time the chocolate cools and further chocolate is applied 
until an ideal chocolate ratio-to-centre is achieved.  
 
If you browse through today’s panned range on our shelves 
you’ll notice the smoothness of each chocolate coated fruit 
and nut.  
 
Our chocolate makers take great pride in achieving a near 
perfectly smooth, round surface. Something that takes 
many years of training and great skill to achieve.   
 
In 2015 macadamias, almonds and strawberries were are 
our most popular panned products.  

Our panning equipment
2 x 1400mm coating pans. Made in Australia
chocolate coating production: 200kg of finished product 
per 24 hours.  

Easiest product to pan: macadamias, hazelnuts. 
Difficult products to pan: coffee Beans, goji Berries. 
 
Contact our production manager (Tommy) on 1300 720 668 for any information  
on the Noosa Chocolate Factory’s panned range.

Leaders in chocolate panning 
Riverland Almonds, Kingaroy peanuts, Moree pecans 
and Sunshine coast macadamias in autumn. Victorian 
Blueberries, strawberries and Queensland raspberries in 
winter.  
 
The Noosa Chocolate Factory is well renowned for it’s  
popular seasonal chocolate coated range. Some products 
can sell out within hours after being made. 
 
We have a close relationship with some of Queensland, 
New South Wales and Victoria’s best nut and fruit 
partner farms that understand our need for freshness and 
perfection. We actively source the best seasonal nut kernal,  
fruit and berries Australia has on offer. 
 
We often pay a premium to reserve nuts from some of 
Australia’s premium nut harvests. For example, every 
April we reserve and chocolate coat Australia’s largest 
macadamia kernals for our customers.  
 
Just 30 minutes prior to coating, we dry roast nuts to a 
suitable roasting profile. We then coat with fresh Noosa 
Chocolate Factory chocolate straight from the tank. 
 
Delivered to our stores fresh
Our customers experience fresh chocolate coated  
products that were made less than 72 ours ago.  
 
We achieve this by having full control over our in-store 
stock levels. The factory only ever makes enough of a 
chocolate coated product to refill a store for no more than 
24-72 hours. 
 
Browse our shelves to see what we have just made.  
It’s Queensland craft chocolate - made fresh,  
consumed fresh! 


